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KY-NDNP PHASE 1 (2005-2007)
• in-house production model
• licensed iArchives software suite
– student army of 16+ (constant feed and
care)
– serious lack of UK Lib IT support
– serious hardware failures
• did we mention lack of IT support?

IN-HOUSE PRODUCTION











Crop/Deskew/Split – manual (“Verifier”)
PrepGen - automated
Image QA – manual
Page-level Metadata Entry – manual (“META”)
Column Creation – manual (“Zoneman”)
Column QA – manual for article; N/A for page
OCR – automated
Image Post Process – automated
Post Process - automated

KY-NDNP PHASE 2 (2007-2009)
• in-house production model
• licensed iArchives system
– continued lack of UK Lib IT support
– continued decline of infrastructure
– change in programming personnel

forced major decisions to stay afloat

KY-NDNP PHASE 2 (2007-2009)

outsourced all processing to iA

KY-NDNP PHASE 3 (2009-2011)
• introduced the Hosted/Hybrid model
– developed with iArchives in response to growing
[demand for] control by NDNP awardee clients

completed award 4 mos.
ahead of schedule

HOSTED/HYBRID MODEL
•
•
•
•
•

Crop/Deskew/Split – manual (“Verifier”)
PrepGen - automated
Image QA – manual
Page-level Metadata Entry – manual (“META”)
Column Creation – manual for article level, automated for
page level deliverables (“Zoneman”)

•
•
•
•

Column QA – manual for article; N/A for page
OCR – automated
Image Post Process – automated
Post Process - automated

HOSTED/HYBRID MODEL
• WHAT WORKED
– easier to manage
• iA was VERY responsive with support
• 1 full-time assistant instead of student army

– faster production
• army of students was bigger army offshore
• automated column zoning
• web connectivity was just as fast as internal
network

– cheaper
• 1 full-time assistant (NO students, fewer UK
fac %)
• no infrastructure (beyond desktop support)

HOSTED/HYBRID MODEL
• WHAT DIDN’T WORK
– image manipulation was less than
stellar
• image QA during META
– asked to do the Image QA steps but never
broke their techs of picking up work units
<sigh>

• ended up doing Image QA during META
anyway!

– 2 key META and reconcile was overkill
• laborious
• bad use of redundancy
• switched to 1 Key META = blazingly fast!

KY-NDNP PHASE 4 (2011-2013)
• HOSTED/HYBRID 2.0
– based on lessons learned during HH1
• doing META reconcile only !
– no assistant (saves money and the iA techs can
follow uploaded issue metadata just as easilymaybe)
– increase production speed
– predicted increase of inaccurate metadata prior to
reconcile

• probable Image QA from META as before
because the vendor is never up to our standards
100%
– standards have relaxed over time out of necessity
(deadlines will force that sometimes)
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